The Complete Self-Analysis Chart
MARS-MOON - Energetic Emotions
Effective: Am I sincere, frank, and trustworthy? Have my strong
willed emotions been disciplined? Do I use routine health habits
and avoid excess in food and drink?
Am I a strongly principled person with candid and frank
opinions? Have I developed the intellectual side of my makeup? Do I help the members of my family develop the effective
use of their energies?
Do I place proper limits with both my husband and my mother
so my own life develops?
Ineffective: Do my strong emotions run rampant, causing me
illnesses such as chronic indigestion, headaches, even ulcers?
Do I tolerate domineering from my husband and mother to the
point of smothering my own self? Do I engage in self indulgences
such as overeating, drinking, even sexual experimentation?
Have my strong willed emotions been disciplined or am I always
rebellious and intolerant?
MARS-MERCURY - Energetic Thinking
Effective: Do I use my great mental intensity in debate, writing,
or some other constructive area to channel the intense mental
aggressiveness? Do I maintain rest and diet patterns to offset my
nervous temperament?
Ineffective: Am I fault-finding, prejudiced, and obstinate? Am
I touchy, snappish, cranky, and impatient? Do I have bitter
quarrels with others?
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Chapter 4
MARS-VENUS - Energetic Love or Creativity
Effective: Do I exhibit enthusiasm in my social activity or in
my creativity? Do I use tactfulness and discretion in my sexual
relationships? Do I feed my strong creative drive with disciplined
artistic study?
Ineffective: Does my emotional excitement and strong sex drive
constantly create problems for me? Am I guilty of indulgence,
leading to constant dissatisfaction, discontent, and loss of
character?
MARS-JUPITER - Energetic Expansion
Effective: Do I have consistent energy and enthusiasm about life
- not just energetic fits and starts? Is my outlook philosophical
and inspirational? Am I honest, straight forward and just? Am I
prudent with my generosity? Do I work well with others?
Ineffective: Is my extravagance a problem for me? Am I reckless
when I should be careful? Am I skeptical instead of believing?
Do I do things in slapdash fashion? Does lack of moderation
in my physical strength deplete my powers? Is wastefulness a
pattern in my life? Do I lack self control in food and drink?
MARS-SATURN - Energetic Discipline
Effective: Am I persistent and hard working or do I allow myself
to become angry and melancholy? Do I maintain a philosophic
outlook in regard to any thwarting pattern of my life? Do I take
advantage of the executive ability in your makeup? Do I perform
your duties quietly and consistently no matter how large the
burden?
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